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QUESTION 1

A solution developer is analyzing the of a message flow. There are a number of references defined in the 

ESQL code of the Compute node. 

Why should the developer use dynamic references in the ESQL code of the message flow? 

A. It is a technique to reduce tree copying in a message flow. 

B. It is a technique to reduce tree navigation when accessing repeating elements in a message tree. 

C. References allow the usage of optimized code from dynamically loaded external libraries. 

D. By creating a reference, intermediary results can be cached and so memory usage is reduced. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

A solution developer wants to use the global cache functionality to share data between two Integration nodes which are
running on separate host machines. 

What must the developer configure to accomplish the requirements? 

A. A global cache policy file on both Integration nodes. 

B. A configurable service to connect to an external WebSphere eXtreme Scale grid for example on a DataPower ?XC10
device. 

C. The default global cachetopology on both Integration nodes. 

D. The default global cache topology on both Integration nodes and an MQ cluster between the two queue managers. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

A solution developer needs to design a WSDL that conforms to the IBM Integration Bus V9.0 SOAP parser and node
standards. 

Which standard does the IBM message bus support?(Select three.) 

A. MIME 1.0 

B. WSDL 1.1 

C. WSS 1.0 

D. WS-SX 1.0 
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E. WS-RM 1.0 

F. SOAP 1.1 and 1.2 

Correct Answer: BEF 

 

QUESTION 4

TheDocTypefield in the record identifies the document type and contains PO when the record is for a 

purchase order and ACK when it is an acknowledgement. 

The format of each record is the same except for theShipDatefield.When the document type is 

ACK,ShipDateis in the record. When the document type is PO,ShipDateis not in the record. 

What change can the developer make to the DFDL model to handle the differences in the record format 

and prevent parsing errors when parsing a file that contains both types of records? 

A. Add a choice element before theShipTypeelement 

B. Add an asset toShipDatethat testsDocType=ACK 

C. Add a discriminator toShipDatethat testsDocType=ACK 

D. Change theMinOccursproperty to 0 (zero) forShipTypeto make it an optional field 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

A solution developer needs to developa generic message handler that is common to all applications and message flows.
The message handler parses a complex file than contains healthcare records and extracts Patient Eligibility requests.
The developer wants to make and deploy changes to the message handler without redeploying all the message flows. 

How should the developer define the Integration Bus artifacts? 

Define the message handler as: 
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A. a subflow in a library and define the message flows as services that reference the library. 

B. a subflow in a library and define the message flows as applications that reference the library. 

C. a subflow in a library and define the message flows as independent resources that reference the library. 

D. an integrationservice and define the message flows as applications that reference the integration service. 

Correct Answer: D 
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